We compare the antigenicity and conformation of soluble, cleaved vs. uncleaved envelope glycoprotein (Env gp)140 trimers from the subtype A HIV type 1 (HIV-1) strain BG505. The impact of gp120-gp41 cleavage on trimer structure, in the presence or absence of trimer-stabilizing modifications (i.e., a gp120-gp41 disulfide bond and an I559P gp41 change, together designated SOSIP), was assessed. Without SOSIP changes, cleaved trimers disintegrate into their gp120 and gp41-ectodomain (gp41 ECTO ) components; when only the disulfide bond is present, they dissociate into gp140 monomers. Uncleaved gp140s remain trimeric whether SOSIP substitutions are present or not. However, negative-stain electron microscopy reveals that only cleaved trimers form homogeneous structures resembling native Env spikes on virus particles. In contrast, uncleaved trimers are highly heterogeneous, adopting a variety of irregular shapes, many of which appear to be gp120 subunits dangling from a central core that is presumably a trimeric form of gp41 ECTO . Antigenicity studies with neutralizing and nonneutralizing antibodies are consistent with the EM images; cleaved, SOSIP-stabilized trimers express quaternary structuredependent epitopes, whereas uncleaved trimers expose nonneutralizing gp120 and gp41 ECTO epitopes that are occluded on cleaved trimers. These findings have adverse implications for using soluble, uncleaved trimers for structural studies, and the rationale for testing uncleaved trimers as vaccine candidates also needs to be reevaluated. T rimeric envelope glycoprotein (Env gp) spikes on the HIV type 1 (HIV-1) surface mediate entry of the viral genome into the target cell (1, 2). When spikes interact with their cellsurface receptors, a series of conformational changes within the Env culminates in virus-cell membrane fusion. Neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) against various Env epitopes antagonize these events (2, 3). Hence, Env glycoproteins are a focus of vaccine design programs intended to induce NAbs and thereby prevent HIV-1 transmission (3, 4). Env trimers are composed of three gp120 surface glycoprotein subunits and three gp41 transmembrane glycoproteins, the six subunits all associated via noncovalent interactions (5, 6). A critical event in trimer assembly is proteolytic cleavage of the gp160 precursor into its gp120 and gp41 components, a process essential for HIV-1 entry not least because it liberates the fusion peptide (FP) at the gp41 N terminus (5, 6).
T rimeric envelope glycoprotein (Env gp) spikes on the HIV type 1 (HIV-1) surface mediate entry of the viral genome into the target cell (1, 2) . When spikes interact with their cellsurface receptors, a series of conformational changes within the Env culminates in virus-cell membrane fusion. Neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) against various Env epitopes antagonize these events (2, 3) . Hence, Env glycoproteins are a focus of vaccine design programs intended to induce NAbs and thereby prevent HIV-1 transmission (3, 4) . Env trimers are composed of three gp120 surface glycoprotein subunits and three gp41 transmembrane glycoproteins, the six subunits all associated via noncovalent interactions (5, 6) . A critical event in trimer assembly is proteolytic cleavage of the gp160 precursor into its gp120 and gp41 components, a process essential for HIV-1 entry not least because it liberates the fusion peptide (FP) at the gp41 N terminus (5, 6) .
Trimer-based vaccine strategies involve expressing soluble, recombinant versions of the virion-associated (i.e., native) spikes. To facilitate production and purification, the membrane-spanning and cytoplasmic domains that anchor spikes to the virion, but that are not NAb targets, are eliminated (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . However, the resulting proteins, known as gp140s, are highly unstable and disintegrate into their gp120 and gp41-ectodomain (gp41 ECTO ) components, making them useless as immunogens. Two fundamentally different protein-engineering strategies have been used to create gp140s that can be produced and purified without falling apart (3, 4, (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . The most common method involves eliminating the cleavage site between gp120 and gp41 ECTO , creating uncleaved gp140s (gp140 UNC ) where the two subunits remain covalently linked (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Additional trimerization motifs are often added to the gp41 ECTO C terminus (10) (11) (12) . Our alternative approach is based on the premise that cleavage is a fundamental feature of Env structure and involves stabilizing fully cleaved gp140s. The critical changes are an appropriately positioned disulfide bond (referred to as "SOS") to link gp120 to gp41 ECTO covalently, and an Ile/Pro (IP) substitution at residue 559 to strengthen intergp41 ECTO interactions (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . The resulting cleaved trimers are designated SOSIP gp140s (14) . Additional modifications have improved their stability, homogeneity, and antigenicity (15) (16) (17) . Our current design, based on the BG505 subtype A env gene, yields SOSIP.664 trimers that mimic native, virion-associated Env spikes antigenically and when viewed by negative-stain electron microscopy (EM) (17) (18) (19) .
Here we show that cleavage is essential for producing stable, soluble gp140 trimers that resemble native Env spikes. EM studies reveal that purified, trimeric gp140 UNC proteins are heterogeneous and that the irregularly shaped images rarely resemble a native spike; we refer to them as "aberrant configurations" (ACs). In contrast, cleaved SOSIP gp140 trimers are homogeneous and mimic native spikes; we designate them native-like (NL) trimers. The antigenic properties of the cleaved
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(NL) and uncleaved (AC) trimers, assessed by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and enzyme-linked immunoabsorbance assays (ELISA), are consistent with the EM images. Nonneutralizing gp120 and gp41 ECTO epitopes are exposed on gp140 UNC trimers but occluded on cleaved ones, whereas quaternary structuredependent epitopes indicative of proper folding are present only on cleaved trimers. Our findings have substantial implications, because uncleaved trimers are being studied structurally and developed as vaccine candidates (3, 9, 10, 12, 20) .
Results
Cleavage and Trimer-Formation Properties of gp140 Mutants. Eight constructs based on BG505 env were used to explore the influence of cleavage and other stabilizing changes on trimer stability and conformation. The constructs are grouped into two subcategories: those that can (hexa-Arg or R6 cleavage site) or cannot (Ser-Glu-Lys-Ser or SEKS cleavage site) be cleaved. Mutant Env proteins also either contained or lacked the disulfide bond (SOS) between gp120 and gp41 ECTO and/or the I559P change in gp41 ECTO . In all eight constructs, gp41 ECTO was terminated at residue 664, eliminating most of the membraneproximal external region (MPER), the transmembrane domain, and the cytoplasmic domain (Fig. 1) .
The eight soluble gp140s were expressed transiently in HEK293T cells; the Furin protease was coexpressed with the four cleavable variants. The IP.R6 and WT.R6 variants were cleaved efficiently, but were too unstable to form gp140 trimers (Table 1 ) and were not studied further. The other six Env proteins were purified on a 2G12 mAb affinity column and analyzed by reducing SDS/PAGE ( Fig. 2A) . As expected, SDS/PAGE confirmed that the two Env proteins containing the R6 site were fully (>95%) cleaved, whereas the four with the SEKS site were not (<5%) (Fig. 2A) . Low-level cleavage of SEKS variants may be via a secondary-site eight residues upstream of the primary Furin site (21) . Nonreducing SDS/PAGE showed that, unlike SOSIP.R6 and SOS.R6, the four gp140 UNC preparations contained oligomers that survived heating with SDS ( Fig. 2B) and that are probably covalently linked via aberrant, intersubunit disulfide bonds (10, 11) .
Blue native (BN)/PAGE analysis of 2G12-purified Env proteins confirmed that the SOSIP.R6 construct produced trimers efficiently; the overall yield was ∼50-60% ( Fig. 2C and Table 1 ).
The SOS.R6 variant produced some trimers (∼20%), but the predominant Env species was monomeric gp140, that is, one gp120 linked to gp41 ECTO via the SOS bond. As noted, the IP.R6 and WT.R6 constructs formed trimers inefficiently (<5%). Thus, the only cleaved gp140 for which trimers predominated was SOSIP.R6, consistent with previous reports that SOS and I559P changes are both needed to stabilize cleaved trimers (13, 14) . However, the SOS bond alone (SOS.R6) was sufficient to allow some cleaved trimers to be expressed from BG505 env. All four 2G12-purified gp140 UNC preparations contained trimers, but were accompanied by Env dimers and aggregates (Fig. 2C) . Nontrimeric Env species are commonly seen before trimer purification on sizing columns (14, 22) . Some monomeric gp120 was also present in gp140 UNC preparations, probably due to lowlevel cleavage at the secondary site (21) . The presence or absence of SOS and I559P changes had no effect on how gp140 UNC proteins migrated, the lack of cleavage being sufficient for trimer formation.
The six 2G12-purified Env preparations were analyzed by sizeexclusion chromatography (SEC) (Fig. 3A) , with the eluted fractions assessed by BN/PAGE (Fig. 3B) . As previously found, the BG505 SOSIP.R6 construct formed trimers efficiently, with only minor amounts of aggregates, dimers, and monomers visible (17) . For SOS.R6, some trimers were produced but the greater amounts of aggregates and monomers eluted from the SEC column are consistent with the BN/PAGE study (Figs. 2C and 3B). Significant amounts of SOS.R6 gp120 monomers were also visible. The contrast between the SEC profiles for SOS.R6 and SOSIP.R6 (gp120 monomers present vs. absent) suggests that the gp120-gp41 ECTO disulfide bond forms more efficiently when the I559P substitution is present. All four uncleaved gp140s yielded a major trimer peak as well as aggregates and gp120 monomers.
We conclude that only gp140 constructs with a covalent link between gp120 and gp41 ECTO form Env trimers efficiently. That link can be either a peptide (between residues 511 and 512 for gp140 UNC ) or a disulfide bond (between residues 501 and 605 for cleaved SOS or SOSIP gp140).
Electron Microscopy of Cleaved and Uncleaved gp140 Trimers. The above six 2G12-and SEC column-purified trimers were viewed by negative-stain EM, and the reference-free 2D class averages were inspected to determine their overall morphology. The cleaved SOSIP.R6 trimers were regular and homogeneous ( Fig.  4 A and B), consistent with earlier reports of the same construct (there designated BG505 SOSIP.664 gp140) (17) (18) (19) . A semiquantitative analysis of the class averages showed that ∼100% of the SOSIP.R6 trimer images resembled virion-associated, native trimers from HIV-1 BaL (EMDB-5019) (Fig. 4B , Table 1 , and Fig. S1 ) (6) . Hence, we refer to SOSIP.R6 gp140 trimers as "native-like."
About a third of the purified SOS.R6 trimers had an NL configuration, the rest adopting a range of unusual shapes ( Table 1 , and Fig. S1 ). Noting also the complete absence of trimers from the WT.R6 and IP.R6 constructs, the gp120-gp41 ECTO SOS bond is necessary and, to an extent, sufficient to yield NL gp140 trimers, at least from the BG505 gene. However, as most SOS.R6 trimers were of the irregular AC form, the I559P change is also important for making cleaved, NL gp140 trimers quantitatively.
Uncleaved WT.SEKS gp140 trimers (i.e., the standard gp140 UNC design) were highly heterogeneous, with multiple different shapes visible and no predominant conformation (Fig. 4B ). These AC trimers often resemble three gp120 subunits dangling off a central core, which is presumably a trimeric form of gp41 ECTO . If so, the gp120 moieties must remain attached to gp41 ECTO solely via the uncleaved link between the C5 region and the FP. Overall, only a very small fraction (<2%) of WT.SEKS gp140 trimers had the NL configuration ( Table 1) .
The SOS.SEKS gp140 UNC trimers, the standard gp140 UNC with an added SOS bond, were also mostly ACs, with <2% in NL BG505 gp160 BG505 SOSIP.R6 gp140 (=BG505 SOSIP.664 gp140) Fig. S1 ). The trimer-stabilizing I559P change does therefore allow a minor subset of gp140 UNC trimers to adopt the NL configuration. However, the lack of cleavage still dominates the outcome, as >90% of IP.SEKS trimers were of the AC type.
Approximately two-thirds of the uncleaved SOSIP.SEKS trimers that contained both the SOS and I559P changes adopted the NL configuration (Fig. 4B, Table 1, and Fig. S1 ). Thus, adding both the SOS and I559P changes partially rescues the NL phenotype in the absence of cleavage, albeit not completely. We have noted, however, that SOSIP.SEKS NL trimers seem quite fragile, in that the proportion in this form is much lower in some preparations and may be dependent on incubation or storage conditions. MPER Deletion Does Not Explain the Rarity of Native-Like gp140 UNC Trimers. The above experiments used gp140s from which the MPER was deleted to increase trimer homogeneity (23, 24) . To assess whether the absence of the MPER influenced trimer configuration, we made SOSIP.R6-MPER, SOSIP.SEKS-MPER, and WT.SEKS-MPER constructs that are identical to the corresponding variants described above except for truncation at residue 681, not residue 664. The EM images show a large spherical blob of density that masks the base of gp41 ECTO in the MPERcontaining trimers (Fig. 4C and Fig. S1 ). This density is far larger than can be accounted for by the additional 17 amino acids, but resembles a micelle that associated with similar KNH1144.681 trimers when a small amount of detergent was added to prevent aggregate formation (23, 24) . Although there was some aggregation of the MPER-containing BG505 trimers, the extent was much less than with the KNH1144 versions. The MPER-containing BG505 trimers may have acquired lipids or other cellular amphiphiles during production, creating a micelle around the hydrophobic MPER that survives the purification process. Overall, the EM images of the three MPER-containing trimers are generally consistent with their MPER-deleted counterparts (Fig. 4C) . Thus, a clear majority of 2D class averages from the visible SOSIP.R6-MPER trimers had the NL configuration, whereas few if any WT.SEKS-MPER NL trimers were seen (Fig.  4C , Table 1 , and Fig. S1 ). We noted that, similar to SOSIP.SEKS, a substantial fraction of SOSIP.SEKS-MPER trimers adopted the NL form (Fig. 4C , Table 1 , and Fig. S1 ), but again AC forms were also present. Finally, we studied two uncleaved, MPERcontaining gp140 trimers based on other env genes: CN54 (subtype C) and UG37 (subtype A) (12, 25) . They were overwhelmingly in AC form, with almost no NL images observed (Fig. 4D, Table 1 , and Fig. S2 ). We conclude that the presence or absence of the MPER does not determine whether a soluble gp140 trimer adopts the NL or AC configuration.
Antigenic Structure of Cleaved and Uncleaved gp140 Trimers.
Cleaved and uncleaved, soluble or membrane-bound trimers express NAb and non-NAb epitopes very differently (13, (26) (27) (28) . We therefore assessed the antigenicity of purified, D7324-tagged versions of SOSIP.R6, SOSIP.SEKS, and WT.SEKS gp140 trimers. An SPR study showed that NAb and non-NAb epitopes were expressed differently on the two versions of trimers (Fig. 5A) . The cleaved, SOSIP.R6-D7324 NL trimers bound the quaternary epitope-dependent NAbs PGT145 and PG16 strongly, whereas the uncleaved WT.SEKS-D7324 AC trimers did so to a lesser extent (PG16) or not at all (PGT145). Note that PG16, but not PGT145, binds monomeric BG505 gp120 to a limited degree, which would account for PG16 reactivity with the AC trimers (17) . In marked contrast, uncleaved WT.SEKS-D7324 AC trimers exposed the epitopes for non-NAbs F240 (gp41, cluster I) and b6 and b12 [gp120, CD4 binding site (CD4bs)] far more than cleaved, SOSIP.R6-D7324 NL trimers [NAb b12 is nonneutralizing for HIV-1 BG505 (17)]. The two trimer forms bound broadly neutralizing antibody (bNAb) 2G12 equivalently; this nonquaternary epitope is on the exposed surface of gp120. The antigenic properties of the SOSIP.SEKS-D7324 trimers were generally intermediate between SOSIP.R6-D7324 and WT. SEKS-D7324 (Fig. 5A) , which is consistent with the mixture of NL and AC forms visible in the EM images of the SOSIP.SEKS trimers (Fig. 4B and Fig. S1 ).
ELISA data were consistent with the SPR analysis. Cleaved SOSIP.R6-D7324 trimers again bound bNAbs PG16 and PGT145 far more strongly than uncleaved WT.SEKS-D7324 trimers, whereas the converse applied to non-NAbs F240, b6, b12, and F105 (also to the CD4bs). Like 2G12, the CD4bs bNAb VRC01 (which neutralizes BG505) bound the two trimer forms comparably (Fig. 5B) . The A32 epitope was not exposed on cleaved trimers whether soluble CD4 (sCD4) was present or not, but this non-NAb bound well to uncleaved trimers. The 17b non-NAb 
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Reducing SDS-PAGE also bound more strongly to uncleaved trimers, but sCD4 induced its epitope on cleaved trimers (Fig. 5B) .
Comparative Protease Sensitivity of Cleaved and Uncleaved Trimers.
We assessed the sensitivity of SOSIP.R6 or WT.SEKS gp140 trimers to trypsin, chymotrypsin, and proteinase K. The cleaved SOSIP.R6 trimers were completely resistant to trypsin and chymotrypsin (1 μg/mL), whereas the uncleaved WT.SEKS trimers were degraded at this concentration. Similarly, the uncleaved trimers were markedly more sensitive to proteinase K (Fig. S3 ).
Discussion
Our principal conclusion is that Env cleavage is a critical determinant of the configuration of soluble gp140 trimers. Thus, cleaved, SOSIP-stabilized BG505 gp140 trimers [SOSIP.R6; referred to elsewhere as "SOSIP.664" (17-19)] are highly homogeneous and their configurations resemble native Env spikes, as judged by negative-stain EM (17) (18) (19) (Fig. 4 A and B) . The antigenicity of BG505 SOSIP.664 trimers correlates strongly with neutralization of the corresponding virus (17) . In the context of the BG505 genotype, the gp120-gp41 ECTO SOS bond is necessary, and to a limited extent sufficient, to produce these NL trimers. Thus, the cleaved SOS.R6 construct (i.e., no I559P change) yielded some trimers (approximately one-third of the total) that appeared indistinguishable from SOSIP.R6. However, the overall SOS.R6 trimer yield was also reduced (by approximately threefold), with gp140 monomers held together by the intersubunit disulfide bond predominating, and most SOS.R6 trimers were of the AC form, that is, highly heterogeneous and not at all like native spikes. The I559P substitution is, therefore, not only necessary to yield cleaved trimers efficiently (14) but also helps keep them in the NL configuration. The cleaved gp140 constructs lacking the SOS bond, IP.R6 and WT.R6, failed to form trimers, the gp120 components presumably dissociating rapidly from a gp41 ECTO monomer or trimer. We propose that the engineered SOS bond anchors the gp120 subunit to gp41 ECTO , not by creating a new site of interaction but by supporting the weaker, noncovalent linkages that form naturally and which may be stabilized to some extent by the membrane-spanning domain. Membrane-associated, full-length (i.e., gp160) SOS trimers are still fusion-competent, provided the disulfide bond is reduced after receptor engagement; the SOS bond does not compromise trimer structure and function (29) . In contrast, the I559P change is incompatible with fusion, presumably because it impedes the transition(s) from the prefusion form to the fusion intermediate and/or postfusion forms of gp41 (14, 30) . A loop-to-helix transition around residue 559 that is blocked by a helix-breaking proline may be involved in those conformational changes (14, 30) .
In marked contrast to cleaved SOSIP gp140 trimers, uncleaved trimers adopted multiple, irregular conformations that only very rarely (<2%) resembled native Env spikes. The simplest interpretation of the gp140 UNC trimer EM images is that the three gp120 moieties dangle from a central gp41 ECTO core (now in the postfusion, six-helix bundle form), to which they remain tethered by the still-intact linkage between the gp120 C5 domain and the FP region of gp41 ECTO (Fig. 4E) (13, 31) . The greater sensitivity of the WT.SEKS gp140 UNC trimers to protease digestion, compared with the cleaved SOSIP.R6 versions, is consistent with uncleaved trimers adopting a splayed-out conformation that is more accessible to the digesting enzymes (Fig. S3) . The same conclusions about the overall configuration of gp140 UNC trimers of several genotypes were recently drawn from independent, biophysical analyses (31) .
We propose that, for gp140 UNC trimers, the normal association between gp120 and gp41 ECTO either never forms or is too unstable to persist. Introducing the SOS bond into gp140 UNC to form SOS.SEKS does not create NL trimers, whereas the I559P change is partially beneficial (5-10% in NL form). Introducing both the SOS and I559P changes rescued a larger percentage of SOSIP.SEKS gp140 UNC NL trimers (approximately two-thirds), the rest being in AC form. The antigenicity properties of SOSIP. SEKS trimers are also consistent with their being a mixture of NL and AC forms. These NL trimers also appear to be less stable, and more sensitive to incubation/storage conditions, than SOSIP. R6. The stark contrast between gp140 UNC proteins and cleaved SOSIP.R6 trimers (∼100% NL) clearly shows the importance of cleavage for creating stable, soluble trimers that resemble Env 
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M 4 5 6 7 9 11 13 15 18 IP.SEKS spikes seen on virus particles. Although uncleaved gp140 trimers contain an appropriate number of gp120 subunits (i.e., three), from the perspective of creating mimics of native Env spikes we suggest they are trimers in name only (TINOs). Why do uncleaved gp140 trimers very seldom adopt NL structures? Do such conformations rarely form, or are they too unstable to survive? Although both factors may be relevant, we think that instability is the more important, namely that the noncovalent bonds between gp120 and gp41 ECTO are too weak for soluble gp140 trimers to persist in the prefusion form for very long after they are secreted. Without the engineered SOS bond, cleaved gp140 trimers are also highly unstable and disintegrate, and for many genotypes this also applies to cleaved trimers lacking the I559P change (14, 16) . In that catastrophic process, the gp120 and/or gp41 ECTO moieties physically separate but, when the same event takes place for their gp140 UNC counterparts, the dissociating subunits still remain attached via the uncleaved peptide link between C5 and the FP. The same conclusion has recently been drawn independently (31) . The resulting Env structures are "trimeric" in that three gp120 and gp41 ECTO subunits are all physically associated, but as noted earlier, they are TINOs. These conclusions are not dependent on the presence or absence of the MPER, as the EM images for uncleaved WT.SEKS and WT.SEKS-MPER trimers showed that NL trimers were rarely seen in either case. MPER-containing, uncleaved gp140s of several genotypes also did not form NL trimers when studied by EM (here) or using H/D-exchange mass spectrometry, which is sensitive to local structural order (31) .
Why do the stabilizing SOS and I559P changes have different quantitative and qualitative effects on cleaved and uncleaved trimers, yielding SOSIP.R6 and SOSIP.SEKS NL structures at approximate respective frequencies of 100% vs. 70% (less in some preparations and/or storage conditions)? We propose that gp140 cleavage itself has a modest stabilizing effect on the trimer. More specifically, we suggest that the normal gp120-gp41 ECTO association is more likely to form, or to persist longer, after cleavage occurs, increasing the probability that an NL structure will survive long enough to be further stabilized by the engineered SOS bond. One hypothesis is that cleavage-dependent release of the gp120 C5 region from the FP liberates gp120 and/or gp41 ECTO residues necessary for formation of the complete intersubunit binding site; the C5 region is certainly involved in gp120-gp41 association (32) .
The antigenicity data are consistent with how cleaved and uncleaved trimers appear by EM. Both SPR and ELISA show that cleaved SOSIP.R6 trimers express epitopes for the quaternary structure-dependent NAbs PGT145 and PG16 far better than the WT.SEKS gp140 UNC trimers. In contrast, CD4bs nonNAbs (for HIV-1 BG505) b12 and F105 bind uncleaved trimers far more strongly than cleaved ones, and the same trend is seen with b6. The VRC01 CD4bs bNAb, which does neutralize BG505, binds cleaved and uncleaved trimers comparably in ELISA. The A32 non-NAb bound only to the gp140 UNC trimers. It is argued that this epitope is important for antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) activity (33), but we note that Env on the surface of virus-infected cells, the most likely ADCC targets in vivo, is in the form of nascent virions on which Env is predominantly cleaved (34) . Cleaved SOSIP.R6 trimers also expose the cluster I gp41 ECTO epitope for the non-NAb F240 to a far lesser extent than uncleaved WT.SEKS trimers. This gp41 ECTO region is, therefore, inaccessible on the compact, cleaved trimers, buried under the properly sited gp120 components, but well-exposed on gp140 UNC trimers, where the gp120 subunits are physically separated from the six-helix bundle configuration of gp41 ECTO (31) .
Here we have only studied how cleavage affects soluble gp140 trimers, but many studies show that cleaved and uncleaved, membrane-associated gp160 trimers differ antigenically in quite substantial ways. For example, multiple non-NAbs are much more reactive with various gp120 epitopes on uncleaved trimers, as are ones to the six-helix bundle form of gp41 (13, (26) (27) (28) . Thus, we believe that the aberrant soluble gp140 structures that we have visualized by EM will have their counterparts on the surface of cells expressing uncleaved Env proteins. Perhaps additional stability imparted by the transmembrane region will reduce the extent to which membrane-associated trimers decay into AC forms, but a wealth of antigenicity data strongly argues that such structures are commonplace on the surface of cells expressing uncleaved gp160s (13, (26) (27) (28) .
This study used a set of mutants based on the BG505 sequence, but the EM images of two other gp140 UNC trimers of different genotypes are essentially identical to those based on BG505. Biophysical studies of gp140 UNC proteins from several genotypes from various genetic subtypes yielded the same conclusion about their nonnative conformation, and the addition of nominally stabilizing changes such as a trimerizing foldon sequence does not overcome such defects (31) . Thus, the problems we have identified with the heterogeneity and structural aberrance of uncleaved BG505 gp140 trimers do appear generalizable, which could be verified experimentally. As gp140 UNC trimers are vaccine candidates, there are strategic implications for the production of homogeneous antigens and how they behave as immunogens (3, 9, 10, 12, 20) . Although gp140 UNC trimers are modestly superior to the corresponding monomeric gp120s at inducing NAbs in animals (10) (11) (12) 20) , any such benefit now seems very unlikely to be based on their mimicry of native Env structures. One possibility is that the well-exposed gp41 ECTO moiety might confer an immunogenicity benefit, if any antibodies to this subunit register as NAbs in assays such as the one based on A3R5 cells (12) . The greater size, and perhaps multivalency, of uncleaved trimers might also confer an immunological advantage over a gp120 monomer, particularly if Env aggregates form during immunization. Whatever the case, hypotheses that underlie clinical trials of uncleaved trimers should be revisited. Moreover, the EM and biophysical methods described here and elsewhere (31) should be used to evaluate all Env trimers being considered for clinical trials. We conclude that cleavage of the gp120-gp41 ECTO junction is essential for a trimer to adopt a stable native-like structure, probably because that event imparts additional robustness to intersubunit interactions. Uncleaved, soluble gp140 trimers have aberrant, nonnative configurations when viewed by negative-stain EM, and their antigenicity profile is consistent with their appearance. Cleavage is not, however, sufficient for a cleaved, soluble trimer to be usefully stable, as these entities rapidly disintegrate unless they also include the stabilizing SOS and I559P changes. The resulting soluble, cleaved, SOSIP-stabilized trimers are highly homogeneous, resemble native Env spikes, and are useful for structural (17) (18) (19) and immunogenicity studies. The cryo-EM and X-ray diffraction structures of the BG505 SOSIP.664 gp140 trimers at ∼5 Å resolution show they adopt the prefusion form of Env (35, 36) .
Materials and Methods
Soluble BG505 gp140s. The subtype A BG505 SOSIP.664 gp140 construct, here designated SOSIP.R6, is described elsewhere (17) . It incorporates the following sequence changes (HxB2 numbering): T332N in gp120 (restoration of Asn332 glycan-dependent epitopes); A501C and T605C (SOS; gp120-gp41 disulfide bond); I559P (IP; trimer-stabilizing); REKR to RRRRRR (R6) in gp120 (cleavage enhancement); and the stop codon at residue 664 to delete the MPER (improved homogeneity and solubility). The following mutants were made (Table 1) : SOS.R6 lacks the I559P change; IP.R6 lacks the gp120-gp41 ECTO SOS bond; WT.R6 lacks both I559P and SOS; WT.SEKS, the standard gp140 UNC construct with the REKR cleavage site changed to noncleavable SEKS; SOS.SEKS, gp140 UNC with the SOS bond added; IP.SEKS, gp140 UNC with the I559P change added; and SOSIP.SEKS, gp140 UNC with both the SOS and I559P changes added. The four italicized constructs cannot be cleaved at the primary site between gp120 and gp41 ECTO . Variants bearing a D7324 epitope tag at the gp41 ECTO C terminus were purified in the same way, and designated by appending "-D7324" to the gp140 descriptor (e.g., SOSIP.R6-D7324, WT.SEKS-D7324). MPER-containing SOSIP.R6-MPER, WT.SEKS-MPER, and SOSIP.SEKS-MPER constructs were based on the SOSIP.681 gene (23, 24) . See also SI Materials and Methods.
